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Eiza Gonzalez vs Miley Cyrus Feud 2013:
Liam Hemsworth’s Ex-Girlfriend Hints the
Mexican Actress Looks Like a Horse After
Plastic Surgery Procedure?
Just one day after breaking up with Miley Cyrus, Liam
Hemsworth was already spotted moving on fairly quickly
with Eiza Gonzalez. The “Wrecking Ball” singer was hurt
by the news which caused an alleged feud between her
and the Mexican actress.
On October 29, Hollywood Life reported that Miley Cyrus
posted a picture of herself leaning up against the window
of a Halloween costume store, posing with a Democratic
donkey. It looks very similar to the photo of Gonzalez dissing Cyrus on October
24 as she flipped off a mannequin in a Miley Cyrus latex bikini from her VMAs
performance.
In Cyrus’ Twitter picture captioned “#HALLOWEEN a picture is worth a thousand
words,” the donkey was displayed wearing a patriotic jacket and a tutu in the
window.
While HollywoodLife reported that the picture was meant as a diss towards
Gonzalez who was spotted making out with Liam Hemsworth just a day after he
and Cyrus called off their engagement, the Examiner reported that Cyrus is
hinting that Gonzalez looks like a donkey.
Gonzalez has already had a significant amount of plastic surgery done such as
her nose and allegedly her chin and cheeks through Botox. Cyrus is reportedly
using this factor against the Mexican singer and actress, hinting that she looks
like a horse.

Gonzalez admitted that she had work done on her nose and while other facial
features may have changed due to weight loss, surgeons believe that other
changes were made under surgery.
“Her jawline seems less square and wide,” said Dr. Yael Halaas. “This can be
achieved by using Botox in the muscle there.”
“It seems that may have had fillers injected into her cheeks as they are
noticeably higher and more pronounced in the recent picture compared to the
first,” said Dr. Marina Peredo of Spatique Medical Spa. “Cheek augmentation
also makes the whole face appear thinner and longer which is definitely apparent
in the after photo.”
“Her upper lids seem more visible which can be achieved by upper lid
biepharoplasty,” said Dr. Halaas.
“Another area of question would be her lips. Her lips look a lot fuller now which
could mean she may have gotten injections to plumpen them,” added Dr. Peredo
	
  
“Although her facial structure looks different and more attractive, most of that
seems to be due to ‘growing into her looks,’ along with significant weight loss and
professional makeup and hair,” said Dr. Brian Glatt, a Board Certified Plastic
Surgeon in Morristown, NJ. “She does appear to have had Botox treatments in
her forehead and brow. She also may have had some work on her chin (perhaps
even at the time of her rhinoplasty, which is a very common combination) as it
appears smaller and better defined. She likely had a small chin implant placed.”
	
  

